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Dear candidate,
We’re delighted to inform you that you’ve been chosen as THE *WINNER* of our job 
placement lottery! Click this link NOW to complete your Resume!! and claim your 
$1,000,000 a Year salary!!!!!Res.ume.net/45gl87sxp You are also eligable for a $10,195 Dollar 
signing bonus, just input your banking info HERE>>> PayPail.org/3189938  <<< to claim it 
NOW!!! We are a non-profit job placement charity, helping the unemployed after the recent 
natural disaster [you can learn more and DONATE by Clicking here] We also sell 24k GOLD* 
commemorative teddy bears, and 100% OF ALL FUNDS go to help the charity! visit our shop 
HERE! hAmazon.com/shop01 INterested in selling the bears to add even more to your HUGE 
salary, we can set you up with a shipment of bears (only $9.99 / month) and you can get RICH 
selling them to your friends and neighbors!!! Have a SPECIAL SOMEONE that you want to 
impress? Nothing says you care like a SOLID GOLD* bear! Are you instead alone and need 
someone to impress with the GREAT new salary and AWESOME golden gifts?!?!?? If so, we 
have the o¦er for YOU! Meet that perfect match, by checking out our partner 
site>>>>>>>>>>>>> DATING4RICH&GOOD.BOT all members are MEGA RICH and work in 
non-profit CHARITY, so they have much in common with you! Members are also known to 
buy each other FANCY GIFTS & fly each other to exotic locations for rendevous! ALL this 
WEALTH, FUN and HAPPINESS awaits you as soon as you sign your contract, which cannot 
be reversed after opening this email. Please provide all information in full to avoid trouble 
from our legal team. The hiring phase is very time sensitive and you MUST RESPOND NOW 
in order to complete the process. Any delay will result in o¦er termination, COSTLY legal 
action and we will ensure that you are NEVER HIRED BY ANYONE EVER AGAIN. Since you 
are a smart up and coming professional, we know you’ll complete our process and step into a 
life of LUXURY and fulfillment! Talk to you VERY SOON! Please find your BONUS welcome 
kit attached.
Thanks in advance!!!

Bill Gatez, CEO;  CBURF (Charity Bears Unemployment Relief Fund)
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Directions: Identify various types of scams included in this email.
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